Analysis of a swimmer's hand and arm in steady flow conditions using computational fluid dynamics.
Propulsive forces generated by swimmers' hands and arms have, to date, been determined strictly through experimental testing. As an alternative to these complex and costly experiments, the present research has applied the numerical technique of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to calculate the steady flow around a swimmer's hand and arm at various angles of attack. Force coefficients computed for the hand and arm compared well with steady-state coefficients determined experimentally. The simulations showed significant boundary layer separation from the arm and hand, suggesting that Bernoulli's equation should not be used to mathematically describe the lift generated by a swimmer. Additionally, "2D" lift was shown to be inaccurate for the arm at all angles of attack and for the hand near angles of attack of 90 degrees. Such simulations serve to validate the chosen CFD techniques, and are an important first step towards the use of CFD methods for determining swimming hydrodynamic forces in more complex unsteady flow conditions.